Celebration of Excellence

January 28
2 to 4 p.m.
Pond Inlet

Agenda

Welcome
Kate Bezanson, Associate Dean Undergraduate, Faculty of Social Sciences

Opening Remarks
Gervan Fearon, President and Vice-Chancellor, Brock University

Recognition of Graduate Student Achievements in the Social Sciences
Diane Dupont, Interim Dean of Graduate Studies

Presentation of 2019 Graduate Student Award Certificates
Dawn Zinga, Associate Dean Graduate and Research, Faculty of Social Sciences, and Acting Associate Vice-President, Research

Announcement of Faculty of Social Sciences 2020 Distinguished Researcher and Untenured Researcher of the Year Awards
Ingrid Makus, Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences

Recognition of Faculty of Social Sciences 2019 Awards for Staff Service and Excellence in Teaching
Kate Bezanson, Associate Dean Undergraduate, Faculty of Social Sciences

Closing Remarks
Ingrid Makus, Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences
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Student Honours, Funding and Awards

Brock University Student Awards

Internal Scholarships and Awards

Barb Daly Excellence & Student Leadership Award
Carly Magnacca, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Bluma Appel Graduate Entrance Scholarship for Excellence in Social Sciences
Carlin Buller, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Bridget McGlynn, Master of Sustainability

Carroll Scholarship in Political Science
Tasnim Ahmed, MA in Political Science
Eugene Danso, MA in Political Science
Daniel Glah, MA in Political Science

David C. Murray Scholarship in Political Science
Sorayyah Chityal, MA in Political Science

Doris White Memorial Graduate Scholarship
Jonathan Brower, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies

Doug Shaver Memorial Award
Kristen Tollan, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Dr. Raymond and Mrs. Sachi Moriyama Graduate Fellowship - Social Sciences
Julia Hamill, MA in Geography
Gabrielle Mitchell, MA in Applied Linguistics

Dual Diagnosis Scholarship
Kristin Bain, Master of Applied Disability Studies
Sarah Davis, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Carolynn Hare, MA in Child and Youth Studies
Madeline Pontone, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Nicole Sinha, MA in Child and Youth Studies
Laura Tardi, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Lisa Whittingham, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Ellen Speck Memorial Bursary
Daniel Glah, MA in Political Science

Fidelis Kambilige Memorial Scholarship in Political Science
Tasnim Ahmed, MA in Political Science

Harrison-Thompson Bursary Trust
Prarthana Franklin-Luther, PhD in Child and Youth Studies

Instructional Skills Workshop Bursary
Philemon Coffie, MA in Geography

Jeffery Hamelin Memorial Scholarship
Bailey Ross, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Joan P. Nicks Graduate Scholarship
Nolan Kelly, Master of Sustainability

MA Applied Linguistics (TESL) Scholarship
Kirsten Haylow, MA in Applied Linguistics
Gabrielle Mitchell, MA in Applied Linguistics

Mapping the New Knowledges Award
Alicia Azzano, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Match of Minds Award
Carly Magnacca, MA in Applied Disability Studies

President’s Surgite Award
Jonah Graham, Tourism and Environment, Minor in Geography

Professor Zopito Marini Graduate Scholarship
Nabin Maharjan, PhD in Child and Youth Studies

Ralph D. Morris Graduate Student Award
Taylor Victoria Heffer, PhD in Psychology

Robert G. Rawle Graduate Bursary
Xiaoyang Xia, PhD in Psychology

Rovinelli Family Bursary in Environmental Sustainability
Meredith DeCock, Master of Sustainability
Nolan Kelly, Master of Sustainability

Social Justice & Equity Graduate Bursary
Ashley Grover, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies
**Spirit of Brock Medal**  
Sophie Hassanali, *Media and Communications*  
Grayson Wadsworth-Hayes, *Child and Youth Studies*  
Aniqah Zowmi, *MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies*

**Susan Sydor Award in Social Justice & Equity Studies**  
Phoebe Samuelson, *MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies*

**Susan Tough Award**  
Madeline Asaro, *MA in Applied Disability Studies*

**Tecumseh Centre Graduate Bursaries**  
Hannah McDowell, *MA in Psychology*  
Samantha Powless, *MA in Political Science*

**Wendy Murphy Memorial Award**  
Jennifer Allison Roters, *PhD in Psychology*  
Ashley Ryan, *PhD in Psychology*

**William I. Gardner Scholarship**  
Sarah Davis, *PhD in Child and Youth Studies*

**Zelma Reive Graduate Bursary**  
Daniel Glah, *MA in Political Science*

---

**Centre for Pedagogical Innovation**

**Teaching Assistant Awards**

**MA Graduate TA Award**  
Jennifer Roters, *Psychology*

**PhD Graduate TA Award**  
Caitlyn Gallant, *Psychology*

**International TA Award**  
Yihong Bai, *Economics*
Faculty of Social Sciences

Faculty of Graduate Studies Awards

**Distinguished Graduate Student Award**
Alicia Azzano, *MA in Applied Disability Studies*
Kirsten Haylow, *MA in Applied Linguistics*
Valentin Davydov, *Master of Business Economics*
Shannon Haynes, *Master of Applied Disability Studies*
Desiree Homolka, *MA in Critical Sociology*
Evguenia Ignatova, *MA in Applied Disability Studies*
William Janssen, *MA in Child and Youth Studies*
Emilie Jobin Poirier, *Master of Sustainability*
Angela Mallette, *Master of Sustainability*
James McBride, *MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies*
Bryan Morgan, *MA in Political Science*
Kevin Gregory Mulvihill, *PhD in Psychology*
Emily Murphy, *PhD in Child and Youth Studies*
Stephanie Murray, *MA in Geography*
Zain Virani, *Master of Business Economics*
Joshua Watterton, *MA in Critical Sociology*
Brenna Williamson, *MA in Popular Culture*
Xiaoyang Xia, *PhD in Psychology*

**Graduate Studies Excellence in Research Award**
Stephanie Murray, *MA in Geography*
Alison Mary O’Connor, *PhD in Psychology*
Faculty of Social Sciences Awards

Graduate Student Research Excellence Award
Lina Adeetuk, MA in Geography — “Rural Dwellers’ Perspectives on the Significance of New Roads: The Case of Kaasa- Zogsa Road, Bulisa North District, Ghana.”

Arezu Alami, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “The Effectiveness of a Video Model on Correct Child Passenger Safety Restraints Installation”

Nicole Bajcar, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “Comparison of Feedback Procedures to Teach Gymnastics Skills to Children and Youth.”

Sarah Davis, PhD in Child and Youth Studies — “The Development and Evaluation of a Child-Informed Dance Program”

Avianna Foster, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “Improving the Quality of Behaviour Support Plans for People with Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities in Ontario”

Julia Hamill, MA in Geography — “Molida, that’s Shimshali food: Multilocality, food talk and the constitution of place-based identity in Shimshal, Pakistan”

Brooke Kapeller, Master of Sustainability — “Exploring Environmental Stewardship in the Niagara Region of Canada”


Autumn Kozluk, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “Impact of Psychotropic Medication on Challenging Behaviour in the IDD Population”

Nabin Maharjan, PhD in Child and Youth Studies — “Youth Community Participation: Understanding Nepalese Youth’s Community Participation in the Post-disaster Context”

Russ Martin, MA in Popular Culture — “RuPaul’s Drag Race and the Toronto Drag Scene”

Kirk Morrison, MA in Critical Sociology — “Beyond Drugs and Crime: Services Needed to Support Formerly Incarcerated Men in Cape Breton”


Jean Phan, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “Effects of a Brief Mobile Mindfulness Application on Perceived Parenting Stress, Mindful-Parenting, and Non-Compliance of Children with Autism”

Claire Shingleton-Smith, MA in Applied Disability Studies — “General Case Parent Training for Young Children At Risk for Autism Spectrum Disorder”

Natalie Spadafora, PhD in Child and Youth Studies — “Packing up books vs. bullying others: An exploration of classroom incivility”

Kate Spiegel, MA in Critical Sociology — “Climate Justice or Climate Chaos? A Discourse Analysis of Prominent Canadian Non-Governmental Organizations within the Climate Movement”
Brittany Sureshkumar, MA in Applied Disability Studies — "A Comparison of Written Instructions and Video Modeling to Teach First Aid Skills to Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder"

Natalie Tacuri, MA in Child and Youth Studies — "From Artists to Athletes: Examining Perceptions of Dance as a Sport in Ontario Universities"

Alyssa Treszl, MA in Applied Disability Studies — "Evaluating the Effect of Combining Behaviour Skills Training and General Case Training to Teach Parents How to Implement PECS"

**Graduate Student Writing Award**

**Best MA Thesis**
Stephanie Murray, Geography — “Defining Freedom: An Ethnographic Study with American Vanlifers”

**Best Major Research Paper**
James McBride, Social Justice and Equity Studies — “Staying with the Trouble of Unruly Creatures: Restorying Invasive Species with Material Feminisms”

**Best Paper in a Graduate Course**
Shauna Kingston, Child and Youth Studies — “Plant Power: Biopolitics in Canada’s Food Guide”
**Student Travel Award**

Madeline Marie Asaro, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Alicia Azzano, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Jennet Baumbach, MA in Psychology  
Merideth DeCock, Master of Sustainability  
Brock DeGagne, MA in Psychology  
Victoria Dykstra, MA in Psychology  
Jordn Gallant, MA in Applied Linguistics  
Taylor Heffer, PhD in Psychology  
Sarah Henderson, MA in Psychology  
Racheal Herlehy, MA in Psychology  
Kevin Hobbs, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies  
Megan Johnson, MA in Popular Culture  
Dana Kalil, Child and Youth Studies  
Lydia Lavis, MA in Psychology  
Carly Magnacca, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Nabin Maharjan, PhD in Child and Youth Studies  
Tabitha Methot-Jones, PhD in Psychology  
Janet Moore, MA in Sociology  
Marie Chanel Morgan, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Aaron Nartey, MA in Geography  
Alison O’Connor, PhD in Psychology  
Emma Peddigrew, MA in Child and Youth Studies  
Madeline Pontone, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Ashley Dawn Ryan, PhD in Psychology  
Katelyn Soucie-Vukmanich, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Natalie Spadafora, PhD in Child and Youth Studies  
Laura Tardi, MA in Applied Disability Studies  
Amber-Lee Varadi, MA in Sociology  
Lisa Whittingham, PhD in Child and Youth Studies  
Breanne Wylie, PhD in Psychology
Provincial Awards and Scholarships

Ontario Graduate Scholarship (OGS)

Madeline Asaro, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Mirna Batinic, MA in Psychology
Jennet Baumbach, MA in Psychology
Carlin Buller, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Moe Constantine, MA in Critical Sociology
Owen Daly, MA in Psychology
Emily Davis, MA in Psychology
Brockard DeGagne, MA in Psychology
Jesenia Duran, Master of Applied Disability Studies
Victoria Dykstra, MA in Psychology
Rebecca Ensor, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Prarthana Franklin-Luther, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Jennica Giesbrecht, MA in Geography
Sarah Henderson, MA in Psychology
Racheal Herlehy, MA in Psychology
Desiree Homolka, MA in Critical Sociology
William Janssen, MA in Child and Youth Studies
Yana Lakman, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Kari Anne Lustig, PhD in Psychology
Jake Maiuri, MA in Child and Youth Studies
Tessa Mazachowsky, PhD in Psychology
Bridget Nicholls, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies
Emma Peddigrew, MA in Child and Youth Studies
Brent Pitchford, PhD in Psychology
Valerie Plante-Brisebois, MA in Psychology
Madeline Pontone, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Nivetha Prabaharan, MA in Psychology
Elvira Prusaczyk, PhD in Psychology
Joseph Robertson, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Ashley Ryan, MA in Psychology
Sana Shah, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies
Hamnah Shahid, MA in Psychology
Katelyn Soucie-Vukmanich, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Natalie Spadafora, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Lisa Whittingham, PhD in Child and Youth Studies
Samantha Witkowski, Master of Sustainability
Breanne Wylie, PhD in Psychology
Jessica Zugic, Master of Sustainability
Education at Work, Ontario Experiential Education Student of the Year
Stephanie Lasica, Communication, Popular Culture and Film

Ontario Trillium Scholarship
Tiago Guardia de Souza e Silva, PhD in Psychology

Ontario Women’s Health Scholars Award
Elvira Prusaczyk, PhD in Psychology

Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship in Science and Technology
Christine Salahub, PhD in Psychology

---

National Awards and Scholarships

Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)

Frederick Banting and Charles Best Canada Graduate Scholarship
Alicia Azzano, MA in Applied Disability Studies (Maurice Feldman, supervisor)

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)

Undergraduate Student Research Awards
Cara Aitchison, Psychology (declined) (Karen Campbell, supervisor)
Shelby Howlett, Psychology (Cathy Mondloch, supervisor)
Smit Patel, Psychology (Cheryl McCormick, supervisor)
Sara Tritchew, Geography and Tourism Studies (Mike Pisaric, supervisor)

Alexander Graham Bell Canada Graduate Scholarship—Master’s
Emily Davis, MA in Psychology (Karen Campbell, supervisor)
Sarah Henderson, MA in Psychology (Karen Campbell, supervisor)

Alexander Graham Bell Canada Graduate Scholarships—Doctoral
Kristen Baker, PhD in Psychology (Cathy Mondloch, supervisor)
Kari Anne Lustig, PhD in Psychology (Kimberly Cote, supervisor)
Brent Pitchford, PhD in Psychology (Karen Arnell, supervisor)
NSERC Postgraduate Scholarship—Doctoral
Holly Lockhart, PhD in Psychology (Stephen Emrich, supervisor)
Christine Salahub, PhD in Psychology (Stephen Emrich, supervisor)

Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarship—Doctoral
Caitlyn Gallant, PhD in Psychology (Dawn Good, supervisor)
Claire Matthews, PhD in Psychology (Cathy Mondloch, supervisor)

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)

Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarships—Master’s
Elizabeth Al-Jbouri, MA in Child and Youth Studies (Tony Volk, supervisor)
Jonathan Brower, MA in Social Justice and Equity Studies (Margot Francis, supervisor)
Meredith DeCock, Master of Sustainability (Liette Vasseur, supervisor)
Carolynn Hare, MA in Child and Youth Studies (Ayda Tekok-Kilic, supervisor)
Nancy Leathen, MA in Applied Disability Studies (Kimberley Zonneveld, supervisor)
Carly Magnacca, MA in Applied Disability Studies (Kendra Thomson, supervisor)
Angela Mallette, Master of Sustainability (Ryan Plummer, supervisor)
Amanda Marcinkiewicz, MA in Applied Disability Studies (Kendra Thomson, supervisor)
Emma Peddigrew, MA in Child and Youth Studies (John McNamara, supervisor)
Valerie Plante-Brisebois, MA in Psychology (Elizabeth Shulman, supervisor)
Lindsay Sheppard, MA in Child and Youth Studies (Rebecca Raby, supervisor)
Laura Tardi, MA in Applied Disability Studies (Kimberley Zonneveld, supervisor)

Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarships—Doctoral
Courtney Bishop, PhD in Child and Youth Studies (Fran Owen, supervisor)
Taylor Victoria Heffer, PhD in Psychology (Teena Willoughby, supervisor)
Tabitha Clare Paige Jones, PhD in Psychology (Angela Book, supervisor)
Tessa Rebecca Mazachowsky, PhD in Psychology (Caitlin Mahy, supervisor)
Emily Murphy, PhD in Child and Youth Studies (Hannah Dyer, supervisor)
Alison Mary O’Connor, PhD in Psychology (Angela Evans, supervisor)
Breanne Elsie Roma Wylie, PhD in Psychology (Angela Evans, supervisor)
SSHRC Doctoral Fellowship
Kristopher Brazil, PhD in Child and Youth Studies (Tony Volk, supervisor)
Megan Christina Earle, PhD in Psychology (Gordon Hodson, supervisor)
Nathalie Gauthier, PhD in Psychology (Angela Book, supervisor)

Disciplinary Honours and Awards

Ontario Association for Behaviour Analysis Convention, 2nd Place Poster
Marie-Chanel Morgan, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Ontario Association for Behaviour Analysis, Student Award
Madeline Asaro, MA in Applied Disability Studies

Ontario Association for Behaviour Analysis, Student Award
Joey Robertson, MA in Applied Disability Studies
Faculty Honours, Funding and Awards

Brock University Faculty Awards

Chancellor’s Chairs

Chancellor’s Chair for Research Excellence
Nicole Goodman, Political Science

Chancellor’s Chairs for Teaching Excellence
Robyn Bourgeois, Women’s and Gender Studies — “Indigenizing Women’s and Gender Studies: Developing Indigenous-centred Curriculum and Pedagogy at Brock University”

Christopher Fullerton, Geography and Tourism Studies — “Stakeholder Perspectives on the Benefits and Challenges of Experiential Education in Geography and Tourism Studies”

Institutional Funding

Brock SSHRC Explore/Exchange Program Grants
Charles Conteh, Political Science
Christopher Fullerton, Geography and Tourism Studies
Tim Heinmiller, Political Science
Julie Koudys, Applied Disability Studies
Catherine Mondloch, Psychology
John Sorenson, Sociology
Kendra Thomson, Applied Disability Studies
Tricia Vause, Child and Youth Studies
Dawn Zinga, Child and Youth Studies

Brock Social Justice Research Institute Grant
Katerina Deliovsky, Sociology
Shannon Moore, Child and Youth Studies
Rebecca Raby, Child and Youth Studies

Don Ursino Award for Excellence in the Teaching of Large Classes
Tim Murphy, Psychology
Faculty of Social Sciences Awards

Staff Awards

Community Engagement Award
Amanda Smits, Coordinator, Projects and Programs, Environmental Sustainability Research Centre

Student Experience Awards
Virginia Wagg, Administrative Coordinator, Geography and Tourism Studies
Tammy Stewart, Coordinator, Psychology

Award for Excellence in Teaching in the Social Sciences
Robyn Bourgeois, Women’s and Gender Studies
Christopher Fullerton, Geography and Tourism Studies

Faculty Research Awards
2019 Distinguished Researcher Award*
Rebecca Raby, Child and Youth Studies
2019 Untenured Researcher of the Year*
Nicole Goodman, Political Science

Council for Research in the Social Sciences (CRISS) Awards

CRISS Events
Rosemary Condillac, Applied Disability Studies
Tamari Kitossa, Sociology
Peter Lester, Communication, Popular Culture and Film
Sarah Matheson, Communication, Popular Culture and Film
Michael Pisaric, Geography and Tourism Studies
Michael Ripmeester, Geography and Tourism Studies
John Sorenson, Sociology
Anthony Volk, Child and Youth Studies

CRISS Research
Simon Black, Labour Studies
Jacqueline Botterill, Communication, Popular Culture and Film
Miguel Cardoso, Economics
Rosemary Condillac, Applied Disability Studies
Kimberley Cote, Psychology

* 2020 Distinguished and Untenured Researcher Awards to be presented.
Alison Cox, Applied Disability Studies  
Lynn Dempsey, Applied Linguistics  
Thomas Farrell, Applied Linguistics  
Maurice Feldman, Applied Disability Studies  
Caitlin Mahy, Psychology  
Voula Marinos, Child and Youth Studies  
Catherine Mondloch, Psychology  
Laura Mullins, Applied Disability Studies  
Valdeep Saini, Applied Disability Studies  
Sabrina Thai, Psychology  
Kendra Thomson, Applied Disability Studies  
Ron Thomson, Applied Linguistics  
Anthony Volk, Child and Youth Studies  
Kimberley Zonneveld, Applied Disability Studies

External Awards and Funding

Canada Research Chair Tier 1  
Andrea Doucet, Sociology and Women’s and Gender Studies — Gender, Work, Care and Community

Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR)  

CHILD-BRIGHT KT Innovation Incubator (CIHR sub-grant)  
Priscilla Burnham Riosa, Applied Disability Studies — “Ready 2 Work”

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC)  

Discovery Grant  
Kimberly Cote, Psychology — “Investigating the functional role of sleep in waking cognitive and emotion processing”  
Stephen Emrich, Psychology — “Neural mechanisms of the representation, prioritization, and manipulation of visual working memory”  
Michael Pisaric, Geography and Tourism Studies — “Future ArcTic Ecosystems (FATE): drivers of diversity and future scenarios from ethnoecology, contemporary ecology and ancient DNA” (sub-award)

Research Tools and Instruments Grant  
Cheryl McCormick, Psychology — “Equipment to investigate social brain development in adolescence in rats”
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)

**Insight Grant**
Charles Conteh, *Political Science* — “Local and regional economic re-invention in an age of industrial restructuring”
Veena Dwivedi, *Psychology* — “The role of individual differences in motivation and emotion in language comprehension”
Angela Evans, *Psychology* — “Developmental changes in (dis)honesty: building a lifespan developmental model of deception”

**Insight Development Grant**
Jessica Blythe, *Environmental Sustainability Research Centre* — “The role of virtual scenarios in realizing ocean transformations”
Andrew Dickens, *Economics* — “Couch Potato or Social Butterfly? The Impact of Television Content on Social Capital”
Hijin Park, *Sociology* — “International students and violence in Canada: A structural analysis of the experiences of non-white international students in a medium-sized city and university”
Sabrina Thai, *Psychology* — “Implicit bias in the wild: Building smartphone tools to explore implicit bias in daily life”

**Partnership Grant (Stage 1)**

---

*Council of Ontario Universities*
Gordon Hodson, *Psychology*

*Ontario Early Researcher Award*
Karen Campbell, *Psychology*

*Niagara Community Foundation*
Shannon Moore, *Child and Youth Studies*

*School Mental Health Ontario*
Naomi Andrews, *Child and Youth Studies*
Disciplinary Honours and Awards

**Autism Ontario Social Learning Opportunity Workshop Grant**
Kendra Thomson, Applied Disability Studies

**Corresponding Member to the Austrian Academy of Sciences**
Gary Libben, Applied Linguistics

**Fellow of the Oxford Centre for Animal Ethics**
Kendra Coulter, Labour Studies

**Water Canada’s 2019 National Water’s Next award - Academic Category Finalist**
Julia Baird, Environmental Sustainability Research Centre and Geography and Tourism Studies
Faculty of Social Sciences
Departments and Centres
Applied Disability Studies
Applied Linguistics
Child and Youth Studies
Communication, Popular Culture and Film
Economics
Environmental Sustainability Research Centre
Geography and Tourism Studies
Labour Studies
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
Social Justice and Equity Studies
Women’s and Gender Studies

follow us @BrockUFOSS #CelebrateFOSS